
Dear tentant,  

 

As a tenant with a housing association in the municipality of Groningen, you become eligible for public-

sector housing on WoningNet Groningen sooner than other home seekers. Tenants accumulate 

‘woonduur’, which is factored in when you respond to public-sector homes. Woonduur, or the length of 

residence scheme, is going to change and will be phased out over a period of five years. This letter 

explains how you can use the phasing-out scheme for length of residence. 

 

What is woonduur? 

The length of residence is the period that you rent a home with a housing association in the 

municipality of Groningen. Half of your length of residence is allocated additional registration time with 

WoningNet Groningen through a corrected registration date.  

 

What is the phasing-out scheme?  

Tenants can still accrue almost one year of woonduur, so nothing will change for the time being. After 

31 August 2022, the corrected registration date will be frozen for everyone who has activated  

woonduur for their registration with WoningNet Groningen. The frozen date will be factored into 

your responses to homes until 31 August 2026 (inclusive). After that, the frozen date will expire and 

only the registration date will be factored in for all home seekers. 

 

 

Reason for phasing-out scheme for length of residence 

The phasing-out scheme for woonduur gives everyone an equal chance of finding public-sector 

housing in the municipality of Groningen. The phasing-out scheme is one of the new rules introduced 

since the merger of the municipalities of Groningen, Haren and Ten Boer. A flyer containing a 

summary of all the new rules is available at www.nijestee.nl/inschrijven-en-toewijzen.  

 

Questions? 

You can contact us at info@nijestee.nl.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Looking for public-sector housing through WoningNet Groningen within the next five years? 

It would be a good idea to use the phasing-out scheme for woonduur. Make sure that you 
are registered with WoningNet Groningen and you have activated your woonduur 

before 1 September 2022! Find out how to activate your length of residence on the back of this 
letter. 
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